Director’s Corner

I don’t have to tell you that this was an unusual semester! Spring break started out normally, with students heading out to have fun or catch up on schoolwork, and faculty looking forward to research time and some relaxation. The first rumblings of global pandemic early in the week felt unreal, but by Thursday we were in a mad scramble to cope with a rapidly evolving new reality. By Monday faculty were testing out new on-line teaching skills and students were logging in to their classes from near and far.

I have to commend the students in my Introduction to Cognitive Science class for staying so engaged even though lectures meant hunching over laptops staring into each other’s living spaces. My cats were frequent Zoombombers, but luckily the students didn’t seem to mind some furry faces and loud meows in class. Sometimes a peek into each other’s real lives just enriches the experience.

Now more than ever, it’s good to stay connected. Please join us on social media including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn. You can always reach me at barbara.malt@Lehigh.edu

Student Spotlight

Meet Emma Stein ’20, who just graduated with a major in Cognitive Science and minors in both Computer Science and Mass Communication. Emma somehow managed to do all that and still spend a semester abroad in Barcelona! Emma chose Cognitive Science because she wanted an interdisciplinary major that could be applied to the real world. Emma worked on research with Professor Jia aiming to create a dataset search engine that will assist scientists in locating data for exploratory analysis and testing hypotheses. Her favorite part of the research was being able to learn and work on her own time and having a say in the way her team approached problems. Reflecting on her years at Lehigh, Emma’s favorite experience in the Cognitive Science major has been a course on artificial intelligence and machine learning in education. She was able to explore how technology is affecting the education community. Emma is heading off to a job at PwC as a tech consultant in the division of data and analytics.

McKenzie Dominick ’22 is a Cognitive Science and Computer Science double major. She was attracted to the major by its flexibility; she likes being able to create her own path within the course requirements. She hopes to ultimately go to a doctoral program in Cognitive Neuroscience, so she’s selecting a lot of Neuroscience courses. First, though, she plans on spending some time in Software Engineering to get work experience and pay off student loans. This summer, she’s participating in a Lehigh Mountaintop Summer Experience, working on the Virtual Lives of Vaping project. The project examines the marketing of vaping in social media, aiming to eventually create workable vaping cessation campaigns. McKenzie enjoys this work because “The program allows me to take my passion for research and be extremely hands on.”
News & Events

Congratulations to our 2020 graduates (from top left): Emily Passalaqua, Emma Stein, Larissa Miller, and Nicola Chomiak. For the first (but maybe not last) time ever, senior project presentations were via Zoom!

Alumni, we need your help! Students really, really want internships in Cognitive Science. PLEASE email me if your company or practice or non-profit, etc. offers a way (paid or unpaid) for undergraduates to gain practical experience in the field. We are compiling a list for the webpage. Email barbara.malt@lehigh.edu

Meet the Faculty

Professor Brandone studied psychology as an undergraduate at Boston College, where she took a course that sparked her interest in cognitive development. The class started her fascination with studies of pre-verbal infants’ knowledge, and also with how deceptively simple experimental methods can address fundamental theoretical questions. Currently, she is investigating the mechanisms by which infants build an understanding of other people’s intentions and the kinds of experiences that support this process. Professor Brandone is most excited about how interdisciplinary the Lehigh Cognitive Science program is, as it is “refreshing to see how people outside of psychology think about and study questions related to the mind.”

Research Roundup

Just some of the recent faculty output!
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